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The majority of research into the control of appetite has concentrated on the motivational constructs of hunger and satiety. The success of this approach is unquestionable, and we now know a good deal about the mechanisms underlying the initiation and cessation of eating. Yet it has proved more difficult to accommodate the influence of the sensory properties of foods into a framework of appetite control based around hunger and satiety alone. The present review examines the role of sensory factors, particularly taste and smell, in terms of their influence on food palatability, first by discussing the problems of defining and measuring palatability, and then by reviewing studies which have examined the effects of flavour manipulations on appetite. It is important at the outset to clarify the use of the words taste and flavour in this context. To the lay person, ‘taste’ itself is often used as an hedonic evaluation, for example when a food is described as ‘tasting good’. A great deal of research into palatability has therefore used the word taste as synonymous with flavour. Technically, of course, these taste ratings are often based on flavour, that is they combine gustatory (taste) and olfactory (smell) components into a single percept, which is the flavour of the food. Thus, in the present review, ratings of the taste of complex foods are taken to be evaluations based on flavour, except where the stimuli tested only contained gustatory information.

Defining palatability

The problem of defining palatability has been the subject of a number of reviews (Young, 1967; Le Magnen, 1987; Cabanac, 1989; Berridge, 1996), yet there is still no single accepted definition (see Ramirez, 1990a,b). This lack of clarity arises, in part, from frequent circular use of the word palatability. If palatability is defined in terms of the ability of sensory factors to increase food intake, we cannot then observe an increase in intake and say this is a consequence of palatability. It has been suggested that an effective definition of palatability has to make specific reference either to some measured difference between foods which correspond with subsequent changes in eating (Kissileff, 1990), or to some underlying mechanism (Berridge, 1996). A second problem is in determining the precise relationship between the sensory properties of foods (chiefly taste, odour and texture) and food palatability. The use of the word palatability in some instances suggests this to be the hedonic evaluation of these sensory factors alone and, since these remain constant, palatability must therefore be an intrinsic and invariant property of the food. However, there is ample evidence that this is not the case. For example, when food is eaten the rated palatability of that food generally decreases (for example, see Rolls et al. 1984; Hetherington et al. 1989). Kissileff (1976) suggested a distinction between intrinsic palatability (which he saw as a property of the food) and reported palatability, which integrated the intrinsic palatability with other factors, including the consequences of associations between sensory properties and post-ingestive consequences as well as current motivational state. Other theorists dismiss the notion of intrinsic palatability completely, seeing palatability instead either as the sensory specific stimulation to eat (Le Magnen, 1987), or the immediate effect of a particular food on ingestion (Booth, 1990). A third problem is the widespread tendency to use the word palatability to describe a food or diet without any attempt to provide data which support this claim. Ramirez (1990a,b) makes this point clearly when discussing studies on dietary-induced obesity in rats, where cafeteria diets are often described as highly palatable without any information to substantiate that claim other than the intake data, which (as discussed earlier) leads to a circular argument. The lack of a consistent definition for palatability has thus been a barrier to progress in this field (Booth, 1990; Rogers, 1990), and a widely accepted definition is needed to allow further advances. It is also essential that this is achieved while retaining the common-sense understanding of what palatability is (cf. Booth, 1990), since otherwise we are in danger of having a clearly defined psychological construct which bears little relation to our everyday experience of appetite. One aim of the present review is to examine the extent to which this goal has been achieved to date, and highlight those areas where current knowledge is still lacking.

Measuring palatability effects in human subjects

Once it is recognized that palatability is not a measurable component of foods, but is rather an hedonic evaluation of the food under particular circumstances, there comes the realization that palatability cannot be measured directly. Consequently, research into palatability in human subjects has made use of our ability to introspect. Thus, the most common ‘measure’ of palatability is some form of rating of the pleasure a subject experiences when eating a particular food under controlled conditions. Although the exact format of ratings of palatability has varied enormously, all such ratings require an evaluation on a prescribed scale of some hedonic attribute of the tested food. Some studies have used
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numerical scales with discrete labels at each point (e.g. the five-point scale used by Cabanac & Duclaux, 1970a), while other researchers have used line-ratings or ‘visual analogue scales’ (for example, see Yeomans & Wright, 1991). Ratings of this sort have been used to explore the effects of drugs on appetite (for example, see Blundell & Rogers, 1980; Bertino et al. 1991; Yeomans & Wright, 1991; Drewnowski et al. 1992), and to provide evidence for sensory specific satiety (for example, see Rolls et al. 1984; Hetherington et al. 1989). These scales have also been used to explore the detailed relationship between nutrient concentration and liking for sweet (for example, see Cabanac & Duclaux, 1970a; Moskowitz et al. 1976) and salty tastes (for example, see Cabanac & Duclaux, 1970b; Looy et al. 1992), and modelling of the relationship between these ratings and varying levels of sugar and fat have resulted in important claims about the nature of eating disorders (for example, see Drewnowski et al. 1985; Drewnowski, 1991). The widespread use of these scales has thus had a major impact on appetite research, and a detailed analysis of their use is beyond the scope of the present review. These ratings do need to be interpreted with some caution, however, since even small changes in the question posed to subjects can effect the outcome. For example, Rogers & Blundell (1990) reported differences in the change in rated pleasantness across a meal depending on whether subjects rated the pleasantness of the taste of a food or the pleasantness of eating that food. Even more dramatically, if subjects are asked to make separate ratings of taste pleasantness and palatability, a proportion of subjects report a marked decrease in pleasantness but no change in palatability between the start and end of a meal (Yeomans, 1996). Despite these shortcomings, the use of various forms of hedonic ratings to index at some level food palatability remains one of the few options available to explore hedonic influences on eating, and it has been argued that inclusion of these measures at least allows some evaluation of the causal nature of palatability effects (Kissileff, 1990).

**Palatability and models of appetite control**

Although some attempt to incorporate a role for sensory evaluation has been made in most models of appetite, many models have (arguably) underplayed the importance of these influences. The simplest approach viewed palatability as little more than a reflection of the role of sensory factors in the decision whether or not to start to eat a particular food item, rather than how much of that item to eat (for a discussion of these ideas, see Rozin, 1982). At the opposite extreme, palatability (seen as synonymous with the pleasure of eating) has been viewed as an ‘excellent index of satiety and hunger motivation’ (Cabanac, 1989). However, attempts to model normal meal patterns using homeostatic constructs of hunger and satiety alone have failed (see McFarland, 1971). Only when these models included some mechanism which acted to maintain eating once it had started, did a pattern of eating akin to meal-taking emerge (for example, see Booth et al. 1976; Booth, 1978). These descriptive models make few suggestions about how such a mechanism may operate. However, more recently, theorists have suggested that the actions of palatability may be mediated through positive-feedback (for example, see Blundell & Rogers, 1991), or orosensory reward (Berridge, 1996). These models offer a cogent way of conceptualizing how palatability might influence appetite. The second aim of the present review is to make some evaluation of the relative merits of these different ways of conceptualizing appetite control.

**The appetizer effect**

Implicit in models of appetite which invoke orosensory reward as an influence on eating is the notion that appetite can be increased by eating, an idea first raised by Le Magnen (1985). In the present review an appetizer effect is defined as an increase in appetite which can be attributed to the sensory properties (particularly taste and/or smell) of the eaten food(s), and so offers a behavioural description of the stimulation of appetite which can then be used to explore underlying mechanisms. The appetizer effect is not synonymous with palatability. Although palatability may normally be the variable most likely to induce an appetizer effect, the same behavioural effect (enhanced appetite) may conceivably be produced by manipulations which do not alter palatability.

There are several reasons why the appetizer concept may not have been widely explored in relation to controls of appetite. First, any short-term enhancement of food intake described by the appetizer effect may be compensated for by later reductions in intake, and thus the appetizer effect may have a broadly neutral effect on total energy balance when measured over periods longer than individual meals. Indeed, the fact that large-scale changes in eating patterns by rats, either by limiting access to food (for example, see Collier, 1983) or using conditioned cues to initiate feeding (Weingarten, 1984), has little effect on energy intake has led to an energy-driven approach to understanding appetite control, which sees long-term intake measurement and energy regulation as the primary concerns (for example, see Friedman, 1991). The frequent attribution of the increase in incidence of human obesity to overconsumption of palatable foods (for example, see Drewnowski & Popkin, 1997) questions this approach. Second, many models of appetite fail to suggest any physiological mechanism(s) which might underlie the appetizer effect. However, as discussed previously, there is increasing reference to orosensory reward processes in appetite control (for example, see Berridge, 1996), and these could be seen as the physiological mechanisms which underlie the appetizer effect, and indeed some of the research reviewed in the present paper supports this claim.

**Measuring the effect of manipulated palatability on appetite**

The simplest way of assessing the role of palatability in appetite control is to manipulate the sensory properties of a food without altering nutrient content, and then measuring the effects of this manipulation on subsequent eating behaviour. If the effects of palatability manipulated in this way were the consequences of some underlying control of appetite, then it follows that sensory manipulations which change palatability to the same extent should have equivalent effects on eating.
Taste, flavour and palatability

Studies using preferred foods

The most common experimental approach to the study of manipulated palatability on appetite is to make use of natural variation in human flavour preferences. Typically, experiments contrast eating with preferred and non-preferred versions of a similar food, and draw some inference about the role of palatability from differences in measured eating behaviour. These types of study have variously shown increased meal size, meal duration, eating rate and hunger ratings as palatability increased (Hill, 1974; Bellisle & Le Magnen, 1980; Bellisle et al. 1984; Hill et al. 1984; Guy-Grand et al. 1989, 1994; Spiegel et al. 1989). However, in all these studies the test foods do not differ on palatability alone, and although it is clear that palatability is the most likely causal explanation for these changes in eating, nutritional influences cannot be excluded completely in these studies.

Manipulating flavour using olfactory stimuli

Flavourings (most commonly in the form of herbs and spices) are an important element of most cuisines, yet generally these compounds have little effect on the nutritional quality of foods. For as long as man has cooked, he has modified the flavour of foods using these compounds. Thus, flavouring of this sort offers an established way of manipulating the overall flavour of a food without altering macronutrient content. However, relatively few studies have used this approach. The first study used cumin (Cuminum cyminum) to modify the flavour of a palatable yoghurt (Bobroff & Kissileff, 1986) This manipulation reduced the rated pleasantness of the food, and reduced intake. Bobroff & Kissileff (1986) contrasted this with previous reports using less-specific flavour manipulations, and suggested that any flavour manipulation which increased rated palatability by one point on a seven-point scale (or roughly ten points on a 100-point line rating) will increase intake of that food by approximately 100 g. Results of studies since that report, in general, agree with this contention, including studies in this laboratory using the addition of oregano (Origanum vulgare) to alter the palatability of a tomato sauce served with pasta (Yeomans, 1996; Yeomans et al. 1997).

Although the demonstration of a consistent relationship between flavour manipulation and food intake is a useful starting point for understanding the role of palatability in appetite control, there is still some danger of circularity in this argument. In order to explore this relationship in more detail, researchers have analysed actual eating behaviour under these conditions. Building on previous work using less-controlled palatability manipulations (Bellisle & Le Magnen, 1980; Bellisle et al. 1984). Bobroff & Kissileff (1986) found that subjects ate slower overall in their lower-palatability cumin condition, especially at the start of the meal. We also found an effect of palatability in our studies with oregano (Yeomans, 1996; Yeomans et al. 1997). Following on from the pioneering work of Hill et al. (1984), we have also explored how palatability manipulations alter the experience of appetite during a meal. Initial studies divided each meal into 2 min eating episodes (bouts), with appetite ratings made in each inter-bout interval (Yeomans, 1996). When the change in rated hunger across the meal was modelled mathematically, the resulting best-fit quadratic functions also varied with palatability. However, only one component of these best-fit functions was affected, the linear coefficient, which was more positive (i.e. representing a greater tendency for hunger to increase) in the more palatable condition (Fig. 1). This effect was seen both with men and women, although it was more evident in women in that study. When the strength of the food flavour was increased further, these behavioural manifestations of an increased appetite disappeared. We have since replicated the effect of increasing palatability in this way using a more sophisticated methodology (Yeomans et al. 1997), whereby intake is monitored constantly using a hidden digital balance, and interruptions in eating are made after every 50 g consumed (measured by a computer connected to the balance). The effect of the palatability manipulation appears to be robust, and is independent of the constraints on eating which are seen in these studies. These results are consistent with a causal sequence of behaviour in which the manipulation of palatability (hedonic evaluation of a food) leads to a stimulation
Manipulating flavour using basic taste stimuli

It is a basic premise of food science that the four main taste receptors have important influences on eating. At one level this influence appears to be dependent on innate responses to these tastes, with sweet and salty tastes tending to be liked by most individuals, whereas bitter and sour tend to be disliked (for review, see Logue, 1991). The area of liking for sweet tastes has been studied extensively by Cabanac and his colleagues (see Cabanac, 1989), but sweet tastes have not been used to modify flavour in studies akin to those described earlier on palatability, probably because of the potential confound with the nutrient content of sugar, as well as concerns about direct effects of non-nutrient sweeteners on appetite (for example, see Rogers et al. 1988; Rolls et al. 1990). Bitter tastants have been used to reduce palatability of foods, and these manipulations reduce food intake in a reliable manner (for example, see Nisbett, 1968). One problem with this approach is that the manipulation always reduces palatability. We have recently started to explore the effects of manipulating another basic tastant (NaCl) where it should be possible to both increase and decrease palatability depending on salt concentration. Although salty tastes are generally disliked when experienced in isolation (for example, see Cabanac & Duclaux, 1970b), salty tastes are liked in the context of actual food stimuli (see Beauchamp et al. 1991). Thus, the manipulation of salt concentration in the context of a savoury food offered a way of testing whether the appetizer effect seen with olfactory manipulations is also exhibited with a basic tastant. In our laboratory, male volunteers were asked to evaluate a series of samples of pasta in a tomato sauce, with salt concentration in the sauce varied. In subsequent lunchtime tests, intake and changes in rated appetite were assessed for this food when it contained each subject’s most preferred level of salt, as well as two additional levels representing the concentration above and below the preferred level at which point food pleasantness was rated as neutral. In line with our previous work on flavour manipulation, overall intake was again a function of rated pleasantness, with intake greater when the food had the preferred salt conditions than in the other two conditions (Fig. 2). Detailed analysis of changes in rated appetite within meals demonstrated a clear relationship between pleasantness ratings and the appetizer effect, indexed as the linear coefficient of the quadratic function relating hunger v. intake. This linear function did not differ from neutral (zero) when subjects ate food with a salt content slightly above or below their preferred salt content, but was positive when subjects ate their preferred food. Consequently, rated appetite only increased in the early stages of eating the food with the preferred level of salt. Thus, as with more complex flavour manipulations, adjusting the concentration of a basic tastant (salt) had predictable effects on appetite.

Another interesting feature of the effects of varying salt content on appetite was an apparent increase in the rate of satiation as the salt level increased (see Fig. 2), indexed both by a tendency to eat less and for a larger quadratic coefficient relating rated hunger v. intake. It is possible that the higher salt content induced a state of osmotic satiety (Mook & Yoo, 1991). Osmotic satiety has also been used to explain why higher salt intake at breakfast reduced intake at lunch (Gray, 1997). It is worth noting that subjects were not allowed to drink water while eating in the lunch study, or between breakfast and lunch in the preload study, and it is likely that normal drinking would reduce this effect.

The conclusion from this section of the present review is that manipulations of flavour, whether achieved by the additions of basic tastants or olfactory stimuli, have predictable effects on appetite which are consistent with Le Magnen’s (1987) contention that meal size is a product of the dual actions of positive reinforcement and satiation. They also highlight the advantage of detailed analyses of eating in dissociating these different motivational controls, thereby generating a framework which can be used to explore the physiological controls of appetite.

Palatability and the physiological control of appetite

The similarity in the behavioural consequence of altering rated food pleasantness regardless of whether this was achieved by various manipulations of taste and olfaction,
suggests that these effects may be generated by a single underlying mechanism. However, when compared with factors associated with the start of feeding (hunger) and those involved in the termination of feeding (satiation and satiety), where there is now considerable understanding of the underlying control mechanisms, the physiological basis of palatability effects remains relatively unexplored. An exception has been the study of the role of the opioid peptides in food intake control. The idea that these neurochemicals may be involved in the mechanisms underlying the influence of palatability originated in the animal literature (for reviews, see Reid, 1985; Cooper et al. 1988). The main evidence to support that case was first that blocking opioid receptors using selective opioid receptor antagonists caused a much greater reduction in intake of sweet and salty solutions in rats than it did for less-preferred solutions such as water (for example, see Cooper, 1983; Cooper & Gilbert, 1984). Thus, opioid blockade appeared to reduce the orosensory reward value of food (see Cooper et al. 1988). That this effect was a consequence of the taste of these solutions, as opposed to some post-ingestive effect, was demonstrated in sham-drinking studies, where opioid blockade was shown to greatly reduce sham-drinking of sweetened solutions (Kirkham & Cooper, 1988). Thus, it was suggested that opioids are normally released in the brain in response to taste cues, and the consequence of opioid release is to maintain ingestion. The opioid-palatability hypothesis has since been explored further in human subjects. The rated pleasantness of sweet tastes (Fantino et al. 1986; Melchior et al. 1987; Drewnowski et al. 1989), and complex flavours of normal foods (Bertino et al. 1991; Yeomans & Wright, 1991; Yeomans & Gray, 1996; but see Hetherington et al. 1991) are reduced by drugs which block opioid receptors. Opioid blockade has also been shown to block the appetizer effect (Yeomans & Gray, 1997). Subjects who received naltrexone (an opioid-receptor antagonist) orally before lunch ate less, and reported lower pleasantness of the foods eaten, than when they had received a placebo or no drug treatment. When the relationship between rated hunger and intake was modelled as a quadratic function, only the linear component of this function was affected by opioid antagonism. This function was positive in both placebo and no-drug conditions, representing a tendency for an increase in rated hunger. However, this function was negative after naltrexone treatment. Since our previous work (Yeomans, 1996) implicated the linear function as an expression of the influence of palatability, these findings suggest that the modulatory role of opioids on appetite is achieved through altered palatability.

Although opioid blockade is at present the only neurochemical manipulation which reliably alters palatability, other neurochemical systems will certainly have a role, and future research may well lead to new findings. One area where there is a clear likelihood of further advances in our understanding is that of the role of the neurotransmitter y-aminobutyric acid. One subcomponent of y-aminobutyric acid receptors is the binding site in the central nervous system for the benzodiazepines (see Richards et al. 1991). As with opioids, there is compelling data in the animal literature that drugs which act on these benzodiazepine receptors alter palatability (see Cooper, 1991; Cooper & Higgs, 1994; Berridge & Pecina, 1995). Recently, in the first reported study of the effects of a benzodiazepine-receptor agonist on human appetite, Haney et al. (1997) reported a substantial increase in food intake (by 35%) after administration of the commonly-used benzodiazepine-receptor drug alprazolam to human volunteers. This is consistent with the benzodiazepine-palatability hypothesis (Berridge & Pecina, 1995), although since no measures of flavour preference or relative food preference were made in that study, further research is needed to verify this.

Conclusions

The first aim of the present review was to try and clarify the definition of palatability. The studies reviewed here clearly support the idea that palatability is the hedonic evaluation of sensory factors such as taste and smell of a food. The fact that palatability can be altered by a pharmacological manipulation which failed to alter the perceived sensations of sweetness or saltiness of the rated foods (Yeomans & Wright, 1991), clearly demonstrates the dissociation between sensation and hedonic evaluation. Thus, the findings reviewed here are most consistent with Le Magnen's (1987) views on palatability, and suggest that palatability should be defined as the hedonic evaluation of orosensory food cues under standardized conditions.

The second aim was to explore the interrelationship between sensation and appetite. The similarity in effect on behaviour of a wide variety of manipulations of palatability demonstrates that these effects are consistent and robust. The review also highlights the value of detailed analyses of behaviour, and suggest a framework for future research. Manipulations of palatability will be most informative when achieved by the use of flavour manipulations which allow both increases and decreases in palatability in the absence of changes in nutrient content. This both allows for dissociation of sensory effects and possible confounding effects of the flavour manipulation (e.g. the possibility of osmotic satiety in our studies on manipulation of salt content), while guarding against confounds based on immediate nutritional effects or possible changes in palatability brought about by association of flavours with post-ingestive consequences. The benefits of this work in terms of our increased understanding of the physiological mechanisms underlying the effects of palatability are beginning to be realized, but this is an area where there is much work still to be done.
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